Follow these simple steps to setup your new netTALK DUO WiFi with your wireless router.

1. Make Sure you have activated your netTALK account online.
   a. Connect the DUO WiFi to the router as shown in the figure below.

   ![Diagram showing DUO WiFi connected to router]

   b. Wait 2 minutes for a solid green light on the DUO WiFi.
   c. Pick up the phone to make sure you have a dial tone.
   d. Using a paper clip, press and hold the Reset Button in-front of the DUO WiFi for 3-5 seconds.

   ![Diagram showing the location of the Reset Button]

   e. The DUO WiFi will reboot and after a few seconds will flash amber, green and red to show it is ready to communicate with the router.

   ![Diagram showing the DUO WiFi with amber, green and red lights]

   f. Now press the WPS button on the router. Generally the WPS button has the logo as shown in the picture below.

   ![Diagram showing the WPS button on the router]

   g. Once the router and the DUO WiFi sync, the DUO WiFi will reboot, the light on the DUO WiFi will turn solid green, and your phone will ring once as usual. NOTE: This may take 2-3 minutes.
   h. You can now move your DUO WiFi and phone to a convenient location around your home. Make sure to stay within range of your wireless router for best call quality.